Abstract-Discussion topics go sometimes viral in social media without a seemingly coherent pattern. Existing literature shows these discussions can reach a very high level, but, notably, they prevail to varying degrees. This paper investigates the anatomy of viral social media events using a dataset of 960 viral social media discussion topics that have been identified by an algorithm from a variety of social media sources over two years' time. A negative binomial regression shows that the average daily amount and the relative change in the daily amount of social media platforms at which the event has been discussed has a positive effect on the duration of the event. Average or relative amount of posts or authors has no or very little effect on event duration. The results suggest that viral social media events last longer when people using different social media platforms get exposed to them. This finding contributes to the literature on social media events, virality, and information diffusion.
Introduction
In the contemporary media landscape, examples of viral events that gather a lot of attention are plentiful, and social media plays an important role both in creating and supporting these events. Examples indicate that such events also bear real-life consequences. In 2017, passengers of a United Airlines flight posted videos of a man being forcibly dragged out of a fully booked airplane, which caused an international stir mainly taking place on social media. Soon after, United Airlines stock dropped 1.4 billion dollars [53] . Another example from 2017 folds around a hashtag 'penelopegate', which refers to a scandal regarding the French presidential candidate François Fillon who allegedly had employed his wife Penelope to a fictitious job and paid one million euros in public wages. Extensive social media coverage was followed by the news revelation and support for Fillon plummeted in the wake of accusations [57] .
What is characteristic of these events is the fact that they are popular discussion topics on social media reaching a viral level. Their lifespan however varies: some catch fire extremely fast but can be soon forgotten while others can be discussed longer in a fluctuating manner. Various studies have investigated the dynamics of viral events in social media [5, 10, 39] , the connections between media types in such events [29, 32] , or the ways they reflect 'real world' events [1, 3, 30] . In addition, there is plenty of research on viral marketing, meaning how discussion topics can intentionally be made viral in social media [20, 22, 33] .
However, due to the nature of most of these studies' topic of interest, topics discussed only in social media are often not identified. Moreover, most of the studies focus only on easily identifiable hashtags [11, 24, 52] , are conducted around a single case [12, 13] , or explore the unfolding of events with Twitter data only [1, 3, 4, 18, 32, 35] , a medium highly characterized by certain discussion themes and types, and popular among distinct audiences [43] . Thus, there is a lack of understanding and a lack of methodological solutions to track viral social media events that may occur across various social media channels (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, blogs, etc.). With this study, we aim to fill this gap by exploring the lifespan of viral social media events and the prediction power of various discussion features. We ask: Which factors explain the duration of a viral social media event -number of posts, number of authors, or number of social media sources the event has been discussed at?
To answer the research question, we use an existing data set on viral social media events detected by a commercial, proprietary algorithm. The data queried comes from a company that provides access to open Finnish social-media data with the aim of covering as many of the available sources and domains as possible. In practice, this stands for public posts on Facebook pages, Twitter, Instagram, thousands of blogs and discussion forums, and news article comments from several Finnish news outlets. The company in question is widely known to be market leader in Finland with regards to data coverage and quality. Therefore, even though we cannot expect the data set to cover all social media discussions related to a given keyword or hashtag, we can expect a reasonable coverage. During the time between October 2014 and March 2017, the algorithm created by the same company had identified 573,858 potential viral social media events, 1335 of which were based on either a hashtag or a keyword and deemed viral enough (exceeding a predetermined score threshold). From this data set we filtered all events lasting for less than 30 days, which resulted in 960 unique events. We use negative binomial regression to analyze the duration of these events.
This paper proceeds as follows. First, we provide an extensive literature review on virality in social media based various empirical studies. We then move on to describe our data in detail, including a description of the proprietary algorithm. Then, we explain the selections done to filter the dataset and to extract the variables, and present the results of the binomial regression analysis. Finally, we discuss our findings from the cross-media perspective by also pointing out the limitations of our research.
Virality and the hybrid media system
The spreading of information in social media has generally been approached using the concept of virality [31, 39, 52] . The concept has its origins in a metaphorical reference to biology and the spreading nature of viruses and microbes. Modern social research, however, has aimed to build more comprehensive and complex approaches that would take into account the complexity of social action, for example by relying on microsociology and network theory. For instance, Sampson [51] emphasizes the contagious nature of events, relations and structurations as a general force how societies come to being. Some scholars emphasize the communicative nature of virality by focusing on the transmission of meaning and affects [47, 52] . From these perspectives, the focus is not only on a particular message or content (i.e., 'a virus'), but rather on a wider perspective to the complex assemblages formed by various actors, meanings, affective attunements and contexts intersecting on various platforms. Therefore, to study virality in the modern media environment, we use the concept 'hybrid media system' [14] to review literature that discusses how various media outlets feed each other and how discussion topics spread.
Characteristics of viral events
Virality and memetic nature of online content are concepts that have become buzzwords among online content producers and marketers [34] . Viral marketing can be defined as "electronic word-of-mouth whereby some form of marketing message related to a company, brand, or product is transmitted in an exponentially growing way, often through the use of social media applications" [36] . Hence, successful content in the social media era is expected to be both sticky (attracting a large number of users for a maximum amount of time) and spreadable (widely dispersed through networks of users) [34] . Within business and marketing literature, there has been an substantive interest in the influence of social media buzz on business outcomes, as well as in different seeding strategies of generating such buzz. For example, in the case movies, it has been shown that there is a positive relationship between the volume, valence and rate of user-generated content in social media and box-office revenues [1, 17] .
The assumed significance generates a need to identify possibly influential events using digital data. A stream of research has explored various ways of identifying viral events from message streams [5, 9, 24, 50] and exploring their features [10, 38] . For example, Becker et al. [4] identified real-world events from Twitter by clustering message features, while Petrovic et al. [50] designed a system to identify emerging new events from streaming Twitter data. These studies use various approaches to identify viral content or events. Most commonly, they use metrics easily available from Twitter meta data, such as number of users, timestamps, urls, or geo-location data. Some studies look more closely at the message contents, such as emoticons or sentiment [8, 21, 46] , hashtags [38] , or the appearance of certain words [46] .
Number of unique users writing about an event is a rather direct indicator of virality. Petrovic et al. [50] show that the number of users that write about an event is a more important indicator than the amount of messages sent. Several studies emphasize the importance of online social networks in information diffusion [2, 9, 23] . A general assumption is that the so-called opinion leaders or influentials are critical in disseminating information to others. These are people who have large social networks and high influence over others [2, 16, 45, 56] . For example, Xu et al. [58] showed that well-connected users with higher issue involvement most likely influence the information flow. In viral marketing campaigns, it has been shown that seeding the content to well-connected individuals is the most successful strategy because they are typically more likely to participate in such campaigns in the first place [33] . Notably, these individuals do not exhibit higher persuasiveness in comparison to the less connected individuals -their influence is merely based on their higher reach and higher likelihood to forward the seeded content. Based on a series of computer simulations, Watts and Dodds [55] suggest that a critical mass of easily influenced individuals are more important in public opinion formation than a minority of influentials.
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Another recommended seeding strategy is one that identifies those individuals who connect two otherwise unconnected networks [26, 54] . Bakshy et al. [2] remind, however, that early adopters and active users are different populations, and therefore it is not recommended to focus too heavily on those who are active and loud.
In addition, the content of the message affects which message gets virally spread. While viral marketing literature assumes that the content is related to a company or a brand [36] , this is necessarily not the case when looking at what creates the most stir in social media overall. For example, majority of discussion topics on Twitter come from news, as pointed out by Kwak et al. [38] . By investigating trending hashtags, Bruns et al. [10] distinguished between media events, acute events, political events, sports events, keyword hashtags, and meme hashtags. Retweeting behavior and inclusion of an external URL were used as central categorizers. Lindgreen and Vanhamme [42] argue that the element of surprise is central in viral content, while Dobele et al. [20] highlight the importance of fun and intrigue that capture the recipient's imagination. Eckler and Bolls [22] found that pleasant emotional tone elicit stronger intention to forward a video advertisement than if the tone was negative or coactive. In the news context, Berger and Milkman [7] found that content that evokes high-arousal emotions are more likely to go viral than content that evokes lowarousal or deactivating emotions. These findings challenge the perhaps prevailing assumption that negative messages would more easily go viral than positive messages. Instead, content that arouses feelings, either positive or negative, is more likely to get spread.
From marketing perspective, the longer a (positive) buzz lasts, the better. Twitter has entitled the most discussed hashtag topics on any given day as trending topics, and publishes real-time trending lists globally and regionally based on their full data. The availability of such lists has made the study of trending topics particularly popular [5, 10, 28] . However, viral events vary in their duration. Very peaky and short events can be regarded as bursting events, while long-lasting events are often regarded as long-term trends [24] . According to Kwak and colleagues' study, only 7% of Twitter trends lasted more than 10 days, and one third of the topics lasted one day [39] . Some viral events, hence, are very quickly over, but others remain as a discussion topic for several days.
In general, it is argued that discussion topics of societal relevance follow a specific logic. These "issues" (controversies that have implications for multiple stakeholders) progress through an evolutionary path comprised of a limited number of predictable stages, typically three or four. An issue progresses from a period of insignificance, to a period of heightened awareness, and possibly to a period where new standards and operating procedures to deal with the issue become institutionalized [59] . The focus of this paper is on the "heightened awareness" stage as discussion topics start trending when they create the most interest and discussion gets heated. Social media arguably plays a large role in creating heightened awareness. As said, many of the discussion topics originate from news but that is not always the case. For example, the United Airlines case originated from a tweet that then spread to other social media platforms and traditional media [53] . Penelopegate, on the other hand, originated from a news article that then spread to various social media platforms [57] .
Besides these two examples, however, there are also heated and trending discussion topics that can originate from a social media platform but that do not spread beyond that specific platform. This usually refers to a discussion topic that is either platform-specific or relevant to a defined crowd only. Moreover, there are also discussion topics that initially get discussed on multiple platforms but that do not spread to legacy media (i.e., 'traditional' media). Even though the two aforementioned types of viral social media events are often more well-known than the two latter types, it is still possible that the latter ones fulfill the definitions of virality [36, 39, 51] . Indeed, virality does not mean that everyone in a society knows of the viral event, and social media is known to create discussion network heterogeneity, meaning that people get exposed to different kinds of contents and information [37] . In this paper, our interest lies particularly in the significance of cross-platform diffusion within social media from the perspective of event duration.
Towards hybrid approaches
Within media and communication studies, the interdependence of different media forms has been recently theorized using the concept hybrid media system [14, 15] . In the hybrid media system, older and newer forms of media are intertwined in complex relationships and multiple media logics affect the circulation of content in the mediasphere. Numerous studies have investigated this interdependence, most extensively explored by looking at the diffusion of content between legacy media (e.g., TV, newspapers, radio) and social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, blogs). Studies show that legacy media and social media influence and feed one another [28, 48, 49] . In 2010, Kwak et al. [39] found that on Twitter, the vast majority (over 85%) of trending topics are headline news or persistent news in nature.
The influence is, however, bidirectional. Hewett et al. [32] showed that with regards to "brand buzz", the volume and valence of traditional news stories have a positive relationship with the volume and valence of Twitter posts concerning the specific brand. In other words, the more there are news stories about a brand, the more there are also social media posts, and vice versa, and these two media types amplify each other's tone of voice regarding the brand. Further, media events originating from the legacy media coverage have been found to influence the way people communicate with each other online. Using a dataset of 290 million tweets by almost 200 000 politically active Twitter users, Lin et al. [41] found that compared to baseline time periods, media events (pre-scheduled media broadcasts that encourage simultaneous use of traditional and social media) do not only generate abnormal volumes of tweets, but they are also associated with substantial declines in interpersonal Page 2175 communication and more highly concentrated attention to particular users.
With regards to social media trends and virality, most studies have relied on Twitter data only -mostly due to the lack of access to other types of data in a similar scale. We argue that a hybrid, cross-media perspective, which takes into the account the fact that people are interacting on various social media platforms, and that content is being shared across those platforms, is missing form the existing literature and investigations. Hence, the focal interest of this paper is to study how different characteristic of a viral event, from the amount of users to the variety of social media platforms the event has been discussed at, relate to the duration of the event. The paper now proceeds to describe the empirical data used for the analysis and its results.
Data and Method
Our empirical material consists of a database of viral events detected by an algorithm created by a Finnish social media data provider Futusome. The company extensively follows Finnish-language content across various social media platforms at the approximate rate of 500 000 new messages per day and is known to provide the most comprehensive access to Finnish social-media data. Sources include publicly available, Finnish language textual content from public Facebook pages, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, blogs, discussion forums and news article comments. Hence, their data includes only messages are are posted on public arenas, excluding for example private or public Facebook posts made on individual user profile pages. The data and the analytical methods are described next.
The ViralWatch algorithm
The data is collected using a service called ViralWatch, which was coded and published in January 2015. The full dataset consists of 573,858 potential viral events spanning from October 2014 to March 2017, identified according to the criteria defined in the algorithm.
The authors were given access to the original source code of the ViralWatch algorithm to clarify the criteria used to detect the events. The algorithm was designed by using an example case of a viral social media event that occurred in January 2015. In this event, a Finnish celebrity chef tweeted a praising tweet about a tomato sauce brand, marked with the hashtag #soosi (Finnish for 'sauce'). The tweet turned viral and generated a large deal of discussion both in traditional and social media, a buzz which resulted in a situation where the brand's products were sold out from numerous supermarkets. This example refers to a viral event comparable to the United Airlines case. The trajectory of the spread and occurrence of the #soosi hashtag was used as a reference of a successful viral social media event.
The ViralWatch algorithm works by querying Futusome's database for social media messages posted within the last hour. A list of words (lemmatized to their basic form) that have occurred sufficiently many times and more often than is expected given their usual occurrence in Finnish language texts is returned. Each term is considered a 'candidate event' and given a score. The time the event was detected is marked as the origin time. The ViralWatch algorithm separately follows each social media platform Futusome crawls and monitors for specific hashtags, keywords (nouns), or unique popular posts through their source IDs. In the case of Twitter, the algorithm only tracks hashtags. Table 1 
Data filtering
As the algorithm was generated using a hashtag-based viral event as the ideal measure, we chose to focus on hashtag and keyword-based event types only in our analysis. We expect keywords to follow a similar trending logic as hashtags, while unique popular posts on Facebook, Instagram of YouTube do not. Overall, there were 86,849 hashtag and keyword events in the full database, while the rest consisted of unique popular social media posts and are thus beyond the scope of this study. Further, as the ViralWatch was originally built to start following only events that had received an initial score of 5, we chose to focus on such events only. After this filtering, 1335 events remained. In this respect, we consider the database to extensively represent viral hashtags and keywords denoting a public interest in the Finnish social media ecosystem. Based on manual checks on the detected events with high scores, this assumption seems valid. Further, as we were interested in viral events from the perspective of the hybrid media system and with a cross-platform focus, we used the identified hashtags and keywords to query the full Futusome database (consisting 660 million unique Finnish-language messages) to extract all the posts mentioning the specific keywords or hashtags across all platforms available. Prior to querying, platformspecific information was discarded. This means that if, for example, a keyword had been detected as an event on multiple platforms, these events were combined into a single query. Events were similarly combined temporally.
Next, we operationalized a bursting viral event by introducing a duration limit of 30 days in oder to exclude common popular words or long-lasting popular discussions such as elections. For example, Kwak et al. [38] noticed that only a minor share of trending Twitter topics last more than ten days. Thus, the thirty-days perspective was deemed appropriate when analyzing the duration of viral social media events. The data corresponding to each query was filtered to cover a period of 30 days following the origin of the event. If a keyword or a hashtag had been detected 
T w i t t e r h a s h t a g I n s t a g r a m h a s h t a g T e x t k e y w o r d Term novelty
Whether the term is a novel one or has been used before a certain number of times. 
Initial retweet volume growth
The growth in retweet volume in a period of time compared to the hour preceding origin (Twitter only).
Initial user count growth The growth in the number of unique users in a period of time compared to the hour preceding origin. two or more times on one or more platforms within this 30 day period, it was treated as a single event. If the interval between the detection time was more than 30 days, they were treated as two separate events. The thirty-day limitation excluded 302 cases (23.9%) from the dataset, leaving 960 events for our empirical analysis. In the analysis, we looked at hashtag and keyword events across several different platforms, namely Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, online forums, blogs, and news site comments. The data for these events included 13,777,510 unique social media posts in total. Figure 1 depicts the distribution of these data on different social media platforms. We used custom Python scripts to extract the number of posts, authors, and sources for each day during thirty days including the starting day to study the events. An event was defined to end on the first day during the thirty-day period when there were no posts mentioning the keyword or hashtag in question, a rule that enabled us to determine the duration of each event.
Analysis and results
To provide a better understanding of the events under investigation, Table 2 presents descriptive statistics on both hashtag and keyword events. There were 534 hashtag events (56.6% of final data) and 426 keyword events. As keywords are significantly more numerous than hashtags in an average social media post, the chance of one mentioning a trending keyword than mentioning a trending hashtag is higher. Therefore, keyword events lasted on average longer (8.59 days) than hashtag events (2.67 days), and the difference was statistically significant (F=298.38, p<.001). On average, there were 70.02 posts per day for hashtag events and 62.04 posts for keyword events, the difference not being statistically significant. There were more authors per day (33.73) mentioning the identified keyword than there were authors using the identified hashtag (27.37) with a statistically significant difference (F=9.36, p<.01). Finally, keywords were on average more often mentioned at different social media platforms (here 'sources') (2.40) than hashtags (1.24) and the difference is statistically significant (F=643.48, p<.001). Based on these descriptives, it is concluded that the hashtag and keyword events are inherently different in many regards. Thus, when modeling the duration of a viral social media event, we modeled hashtag events and keyword events separately.
In our analysis, we estimated negative binomial regression models using the number of days a viral social media event had lasted as the dependent variable. The dependent variable consists of non-negative integers and it includes a lot of events that had lasted only one day, making the distribution of the variable skewed. Poisson regression model is generally used to model such non-negative count data but it assumes that the dependent variable follows a Poisson distribution where the mean equals variance [40] . In our case, the mean of event duration for keyword events was 8.59 and variance 55.33, and for hashtag events 2.67 and 5.89, respectively. The over-dispersion problem thus leads us to use negative binomial regression instead, as proposed for example by Greene [27] . Negative binomial regression is a generalized form of Poisson regression, which accounts for over-dispersion.
Independent variables consist of number of posts, authors and sources per day, and the ratio of the second and third day to the first day in terms of posts, authors and sources. The ratios of the second and third day to the first day represent the progress of the event; immediately after the detection, do the events increase or decrease in number of posts, author and sources? These relative measures also enable us to study viral social media events of different sizes. The biggest event consisted of 6904 posts (duration three days) and the smallest only seven posts (duration two days). Note that both of these events had been detected by the algorithm based on the rules described above. Table 3 displays the regression results for two competing models: in Model 1, there are average number of posts, authors and sources used as predictors. In Model 2, the relative number of posts, authors and sources on the second and third day in relation to the first day are included in the model as main effects.
For both hashtag and keyword events, both of the estimated models were significant as a whole but, in both cases, Model 2 turned out to explain a larger share of the variance in the dependent variable (McFadden Pseudo R-squared .054 for hashtag events, and .046 for keyword events, indicating a significantly improved data-model fit [44] ). Moreover, when comparing the models based on the Log likelihood, the Aikeke Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) indices, the second models also seem to provide a better fit for the the data. For these measures, lower values are more preferred.
According to the results of Model 2 of hashtag events, the average number sources and the relative number of sources on the second and third day had a positive effect on the duration of the event (B=.320, Exp(B)=1.378; pp<.05; B=.497, Exp(B)=1.643; p<.001; B=.677, Exp(B)=1.969, p<.001). Note that it does not mean the the relative number of sources needed to necessarily increase after the first day to have a positive effect on event duration (even if this happened in some cases); the key is that the relative amount of sources prevails at a high level. Interestingly, neither the average number of authors per day, average number of posts per day nor their relative number of these two variables on the first days of the event had an effect on the hashtag event duration.
For keyword events, the determinants of event duration differed to some extent. In Model 2, the daily average number of posts had, surprisingly, a negative effect on event duration but the effect was very small (B=-.005, Exp(B)=.995; p<.01). As for hashtag events, the average number of sources and the relative number of sources on the third day had a positive effect (B=.240, Exp(B)=1.272; p<.001). The relative number of sources on the second day did not have an effect.
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Discussion
In the present study, we analyzed viral social media events detected by a proprietary algorithm and used a dataset that consisted of events that were based on two different identification strategies (keyword vs. hashtag). The two different strategies produced events that were noticeably distinct, both in terms of what the events looked like (duration, number of authors and number of sources) and in terms of the variables that predicted duration. As the fit indices of the different analyses suggest, the model fits the hashtag data better than the keyword data. However, even when modeling hashtag and keyword events separately, the main result prevails; the higher the number of platforms an event is being discussed at and the higher the relative number of discussion platforms after the first days of the event, the longer the event lasts. For hashtags particularly, the relative growth in the number of platforms where the hashtag is used is the most effective predictor of lengthy virality in social media.
The hybrid media literature and studies on cross-media effects [14, 28, 32, 38] stress that discussions in one media platform are dependent and influenced by other platforms. Thus, according to the literature, discussion topics that are interesting for audiences using different media platforms should last longer, while those that do not attract the attention of the hybrid media system, end fast. This idea is supported by the findings of this study -once discussion topics spread to new platforms, new people get exposed to them. This makes the event last longer. The finding encourages researchers to account for multiple different media platforms when studying virality as currently a significant share of studies on trending social media topics look inside single platforms, most often Twitter [1, 4, 32, 38] . Simultaneous consideration of different platforms is particularly important in the light of the present findings.
Number of posts or discussants did not have a relationship with event duration. This contradicts some of the existing research findings. For example, Petrovic et al. [50] argued that the number of people discussing a given topic is a better predictor of virality than number of posts. We argue that the same effect is at play in our social media context but the key is the number of platforms rather than the number of people per se. Indeed, single platforms may expose a topic to a very large audience at once but, at that platform, the topic competes with a range of other topics. Therefore, within a single platform, a discussion topic has a high likelihood to die fast. At new platforms, the topic receives a new audience and it is more likely to get discussed again, which adds up to the days the topic is being mentioned. New audiences may also bring new perspectives to the discussion and thereby increase its duration. This interpretation is supported by information diffusion literature [26, 54] .
Overall, the current data supports the notion made in previous studies [10, 39] that majority of discussions or events that are abnormally popular at a given time lose their popularity relatively fast. 15.3% of the events identified by the algorithm lasted only one day, meaning that one day after the event was deemed 'viral', there were no mentions of the hashtag or keyword in social media. This finding is naturally dependent on the definition of a viral event but it seems to align with existing ideas on virality in general; a Page 2179 very small share of all trending discussion topics last long and predicting which topics they might be is very hard [36] . The implications of these results are discussed next.
Implications
For companies and societal actors the results have several interesting implications. There are various instances that want to get their content spread and understanding the importance of the different platforms is important. In many cases, organizations focus on mastering few platforms and track discussions on those, while the present findings encourage taking a wider perspective and reaching different networks through different platforms. Thus, identifying individual that either connect with different platforms or merely focus on attracting the attention of different people using different platforms is advisable. On the other hand, sometimes organizations do not want discussions about them to spread (think of United Airlines, for example). In those situations, it is good to understand that plain number of posts is not indicative of the duration of the event.
The results also provide implications to optimal information seeding strategies. We support the arguments of Granovetter [26] and Steffes and Burgee [54] as the results suggest that it is essential to get people at different social media platforms to discuss about the topic rather than focus on the overall number of people or overall number of posts mentioning the topic. To achieve this goal, one needs to reach those individuals that connect otherwise nonconnected networks and communities. In the present study, we cannot control for the position of the discussants in their network but based on the existing knowledge, the "bridge" strategy seems viable in the case of viral social media events [55] . Notably, some of the other studies on the topic have presented conflicting results [33, 55] but those studies concern situations where an actor intentionally wants to spread the content. In our case, it is not necessarily any specific actor that would benefit from the virality and most often the information spreads without any explicit agendas or strategies.
Limitations and future research
As any research, this study comes with limitations. The first limitation is related to the database and the given nature of the data. There are arguably many ways to detect viral events or keywords from data streams, and the approach chosen by Futusome is only one and inspired by one extreme hashtag case only. Hence, the data is most likely biased towards certain kinds of events. To reduce the bias, we investigated both hashtag and keyword events. We also chose not to trust the 9-point scoring system generated for the ViralWatch algorithm, and evaluated the success of the identified events using a longer time frame, a cross-platform data collection strategy, and took into account the amount of users and posts in our analysis. However, as pointed out by Choudhury et al. [19] , the sampling strategy one uses in social media often affects the results and, therefore, we encourage future research to use other event detection methods and sampling strategies.
Second, it is extremely difficult to ensure that the posts mentioning a certain keyword really are representative of a certain event or phenomena. As we do not analyze the content of the posts mentioning the hashtags or keywords, it is acknowledged that not all posts discuss the event that was the root cause for virality. With hashtags, it is more likely that people intentionally use them to take part in a certain discussion. In this analysis we aimed to eliminate this problem by using a general restriction of event duration to 30 consecutive days. With this filter we aimed to focus on bursting, peaky events instead of longer trends. Further, this operationalization is likely to leave out long-lasting, exogenous events that are very different kinds of events and often predictable spectacles in the hybrid media system (e.g., elections, Olympic games). However, this restriction is understood to exclude some relevant viral social media events so this creates a limitation to our study.
Third, this analysis is conducted limiting to the Finnish context only. The patterns and durations of viral events might vary in different cultural contexts and in areas of different languages and sizes. Nonetheless, we believe this study is a needed step to better understand the ways how viral events unfold. Also, it is reasonable to expect that many social media-born phenomena are local at least in the beginning, which was the focus of our study. Moreover, Finnish is a very small and distinct language and a great majority of social media posts in Finnish come from Finland. This helps us to understand the context of the events better and the likelihood of posts created by trolls or bots is smaller than when analyzing social media posts in English, for example. Social bots and trolling behavior are more commonly found in languages spoken by very large numbers of people, and in politically sensitive discussion topics [6, 25] , none of which is a particular problem in the current context. Future studies in this area should nevertheless focus on tracking global scale events across various platforms. This is a task that requires very sophisticated and powerful services to track and analyze social media content in various languages.
Finally, according to Sampson [51] , virality and contagiousness are not only a distinct feature of online environments but a general way of how the world organizes in relational assemblages between different actors. Hence, we must keep in mind that social media events are not born in a vacuum but they reflect some aspects and events in the 'physical' world. By using social media data only it is impossible to fully track all such assemblages and relation between various actors, which still might bear relevant consequences regarding the virality of the events. Therefore, including for example traditional media content and information on the possible consequences of the events to the analysis would further improve our understanding of the dynamics of viral events.
